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This Newsletter is freely distributed to regular subscribers and is available
to download through Macclesfield Model Railway Group’s web site. Some
of our information is derived from the internet and we try to acknowledge
sources where ever we can. However, it is not always possible to trace
original sources with the limited facilities that we have and we apologise
unreservedly in advance for any oversight.

LINKS
Don’t forget, if it’s in RED ‘click’ on it to take you off into the ‘ether’!

IT’S UP TO YOU
This Newsletter relies for its content on material supplied by its readers and
no-one else. It does not ‘pick up’ on articles in other publications, it does not
syndicate and it tries to reflect no-one’s views and opinions other than those
of its readers. You can help to maintain that integrity by ‘keeping in touch’ ….
let us know what you think, what you are doing with your hobby. If you have
any ideas about how this Newsletter could be improved, what you like or
don’t like about it, then please contact the Newsletter either through “Over to
You” or to the Editor direct at…….

As a reader/recipient of this Newsletter, you are free to distribute it
amongst your friends and family, other clubs and societies to which you
may belong or use any part of it to promote and further interest in railway
modelling.
MMRG claims no copyright of any of the content and you are free to use any
part of it for any non-profit making purpose you wish. Should you wish to
use any of the content in any documentation of your own, all that we ask is
that, as a courtesy, you forward us a copy.
With regard to commercial/for profit use of our material, we have to rely on
trust - we have no way of monitoring such use. If you do intend to use our
material in such a way, please ask for permission first. It is unlikely to be
refused but, at the very least, an acknowledgement would be expected in
return.
COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING

All article text and photographs are by the authors except for images for “The

Our policy, at present, is that this publication will carry no commercial
advertising. It is a Newsletter! However, should you wish to place an
“advertising article” concerning a new product, an up-grade to an existing
product or a more general “of benefit/interest to railway modellers” article,
please contact ‘The Editor” via e-mail initially. It is understood that such
features do not carry the endorsement of MMRG unless specified.

Funnies” which are drawn from the internet and are, with our apologies,

AND FINALLY

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

original source unknown. Should we, inadvertently, have infringed your
copyright please accept our apologies, let us know and we will publish an
appropriate acknowledgement and apology in the next available issue.

This Newsletter is produced for and on behalf of Macclesfield Model
Railway Group as part of their ‘constitutional obligation’ to promote and
support the hobby of railway modelling. MMRG, under it’s own rules, is
obliged to pursue ‘educational’ opportunities within the hobby and this
Newsletter is proud to play its part.
No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this
Newsletter is, and always will be, free.
—————————————————————

EDITORIAL

On a more up-beat note, we’ve had two of our contributors
on their travels. Dominic continues to describe his rail
adventures in Florida whilst Phil concentrates his attentions a

I’m afraid that I have to open this issue with some very sad

little nearer to home with an affordable day out travelling the

news.

West Midlands.
Many of you will be aware that Iris, the proprietor of Cheshire
Several of our rail operators now offer ‘day rover’ tickets that

Models on Sunderland Street in Macclesfield, has been

are good value for money and a great way to see a fair sized

battling with serious illness for many months - a battle she

chunk of the country from the comfort of a train. It’s also a

finally lost on Sunday 21st July.

great way (as a hop on - hop off service) to combine it with
real ale samplings in several different locations on the same

She will be remembered with great affection by many

day! Mmmmm. Two of my favourite pastimes in one

modellers in and around the Macclesfield area (and beyond)

package!

as the ‘go to person’ not only for our purchases but also for
her warm welcome, friendly face and well informed advice

Altogether more threatening is the appearance of a German

and guidance. Although Cheshire Models was, undoubtedly,

WW2 armoured train at Adlestrop but, fear not, for this is not

a business, the whole enterprise felt much more like a

the real thing. It’s a G1 model built by Pat Honey and he’ll tell

service to customers - a rare and reassuring characteristic in

you how he cut, bent and soldered the brass to make it.

todays highly ‘driven’ business world.

Of course, we’ve got the ‘breaking news’ Trump style …… all

I am sure that many of our readers would like to pass on

of it fake …… and how to start getting ‘down and dirty’ with

their condolences to Mark Poulton (her partner in life) and,

your rolling stock with Phil Mason.

maybe, even leave a few anecdotal comments.

All good stuff and we hope you enjoy the read.

Cheshire Models Facebook page is still open where your
memories of Iris would be welcomed. The e-mail address

If you’ve got any contributions you’d like to have ‘appear’ in

is :- www.cheshiremods.org.uk

the Newsletter please, don’t be bashful, get in touch!
Unfortunately Cheshire Models is now closed, but efforts are
Have a great August.

being made to sell the business. I cannot help but feel that
Iris will be a very hard act to follow.

Macclesfield Model Railway Group
through the On30 Group, supports the development of

“MegaPoints Controllers”
for all the latest news, go to:-

"www.megapointscontrollers.com"
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A West Midlands Odyssey

Birmingham Moor Street does not disappoint either. It looks

Phil Mason

and feels like a railway station not a shop, it's full of Great
Western period signage but has easy to find information, it

What does a railway enthusiast do on a dull day in Solihull?

bustles but isn't too crowded. In fact, it's a brilliant mix of old

Buy a West Midlands Day Ranger ticket of course!

and new and it has toilets and a tea bar. What more do you
want?

I recently found myself in this position at short notice after
being excused family duties for the day. I had hoped for a
spot of lineside photography, but cloud and rain put a stop to
that idea. So, the Day Ranger it was.

These tickets are excellent value; if you can get to Stoke or
Crewe from Macc, they give you unlimited travel from 0900
as far south as Hereford and Leamington for £27.30. The
only 'gotcha' is that the Marches line direct to Hereford is out
of bounds. Perhaps not surprisingly, given the name of the
ticket, they expect you to to travel via the West Midlands.

Well, now I'd tracked down a loco hauled train I hung around
to see when it would depart again. I needn't have worried;

What is included, however, is the Chiltern Railways

people were already boarding and it was due to leave in 15

Birmingham Moor Street to Marylebone line which is one of

minutes.

the few loco hauled services in the country.
So, after a few photographs, it was back onto the train for a
Imagine my anticipation then, after purchasing my ticket,

smooth and rapid trip down to Leamington. This station is

seeing a train advertised for Marylebone in a few minutes

rather different, having a more 'Art Deco' feel:

time. There I was, camera at the ready when the
announcement came: "this train is formed of three carriages".
"Drat it!, a Sprinter", I thought but then I heard a thrumming
sound behind and this appeared:

A quick look at 'Realtime Trains' on the phone suggested
there'd be a return to Birmingham in a few minutes and sure
enough another class 68 arrived, this time in Chiltern livery.
Given the weather had taken a turn for the worse it was a 'no
Now here is the advantage of the rover ticket. Without

brainer' to get a bit more Caterpillar haulage.

hesitation I jumped on and went in the opposite direction into
Birmingham. I wasn't disappointed. Chiltern trains are

This trip was every bit as good as the other and sitting in the

brilliant! Clean, spacious proper coaches (Mk3) and a proper

first coach behind the engine gives the feeling that these

engine (class 68) up front.

locos really are the star performers on the present day
railway. Interestingly, chatting to him afterwards, the driver
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Compared with the previous train, progress towards the
Malverns is somewhat laboured but is not without it's railway
interest, passing Kidderminster en route:

confirmed that his experience was very different from the
loco end and better because he could feel and hear what
was going on. Driving from the DVT end was like a different
Great Malvern itself is full of charm; the hills rise immediately

train.

behind and there's everything you could expect at a country
station with it's clock and cafe:

Back at Moor Street I saw a train advertised for Great
Malvern. I hadn't been there since Hymec days so "why
not?", I thought, and jumped on. I had hoped to find some
semaphore signals in the area and was interested to see this
brand new example en route:

There is also a nicely kept old weighing machine. You see,
you can still find an excuse to use those old accessories on a
modern image layout!
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I made a bit of a mistake by going on to Hereford. There

Editor’s note

aren't any semaphore signals and it was raining heavily
again. However, the 'box is still there and there are a few

The map below shows the area covered by the West Midlands

ground signals:

Day Ranger and journeys may be started and finished at any
station shown.

With progress again on the slow side I found myself running
out of time and I couldn't do a planned diversion to
Worcester, so in true 'Blue Peter' fashion, here's a picture I
took previously:

Tickets are valid from 0900hrs onward (Monday to Friday) and
can be used on any participating train service:-

Transport for Wales; Chiltern
Railways; CrossCountry; East Midlands
Trains; Great Western Railway; London
Northwestern Railway; Northern; Virgin
Trains; West Midlands Railway;
From our locality around Macclesfield, it would be fairly
straightforward to travel to Stoke, Stafford or Crewe to pick up
I'd only started at 10 in the morning and I had to be back for

the service

4.30 so I didn't really get the best value out of a ticket which
allows travel to Rugby, Tamworth and Nuneaton on the

Sounds like a great day out and good value for money.

WCML as well as Shrewsbury in the west. It's thoroughly
recommended, though, for 'A Grand Day Out'.
MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“THE MODEL CENTRE”
Hill Farm, Beck Hole, Whitby, North Yorkshire,
YO22 5LF
01947 899125
“www.themodelcentre.com"
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BLAST FROM THE PAST - WHERE IS IT?
Mike Hebblethwaite

This imposing station building is
still standing but, sadly, is no longer
a station having closed in 1992.

A few clues might help you identify
this station ……..

1) the island platform, the tracks
and footbridge were removed to
make way for a new by-pass.
2) there is now an ‘armco’ barrier
running along the front of the
platform
3) Craft, designer and other retail
outlets now occupy the ticket
hall, waiting rooms and other
Can you work out where it is?

ground floor facilties
4) You could well pass this old station on your way to visit

The answer, as always, is in the panel immediately above

those ‘Great Little Trains’ that lie beyond Dovey Junction.

the Club Contacts on page 20.
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GAUGE 1 WW2 GERMAN ARMOURED TRAIN.

Some were just a mish mash of odd plates welded on to

Pat Honey

locomotives, others were fully protected. Providing that I
ensure that all hatches, etc, to access areas for servicing and

Following an accident in early 2017 I was forced to stop living

maintenance purposes were evident, I knew that if I built a

on my own and reluctantly had to curtail my outdoor G 1

fighting unit I could finish up with a superb unique model !

activities, which were mainly finishing off the building of
Having no plans to work to during construction, (all my ideas

Adlestrop for David Rogers.

were in my head !) during the build I found I had to resolve
For those who do not know me, I am not an Engineer but

many unforeseen issues which were not thought of at the

consider myself to be a Model maker, I outsource all turning

outset, leading me to adapt and modify and thus resolve

work and electronics etc.

such problems as and when they occurred!

See my first G 1 layout I built on my retirement – for this put

Now to describe the building of this monster !

‘Pats garden railway’ into U Tube. 3parts – enjoy.

**********************************************************

After 12 months recovery, I still have the capability to work at
Gauge 1 WW2 German Armoured train.

the bench and have scratch built unusual models in the past
for the huge Adlestrop layout starting with a 50 ton crane,
(pic)

The first stage was to create CHASSIS units for the

16 Ballast ICI hoppers, 6 x Seacow 40T ones (kits from

locomotive / tender and later on - the 2 Artillery / Infantry

Roger Meldrum) and 10 x 20T earlier versions. (Kits from

support units.:

Walsall Models) (pics)
4 x Network Rail snowploughs (pic)

I worked out that it would be best during the build, to have

and a complete NCB train with Pithead Gantries as loads and

separate chassis units and separate drop on body units !

all the associated rolling stock. (Pics)

This would allow me to do extensive intricate work on the

(see these items running on U TUBE: Gauge 1 garden

bodies which would not be possible if the chassis were in the

railway: Adlestrop – 3 parts).

way !

Recently I was just browsing on line and I came across WW2

Locomotive:

Military trains and thought that the German ones would be a

I had an unbuilt brass etched kit of a 70 ft coach on the shelf

challenge I could undertake, especially as I am of the belief

and after measuring up realised that it could provide an ideal

that no one has ever built one of these in G 1?

basis to make a 4-6-0 loco and tender chassis from!

I did my research and although I could not obtain any plans, I

I calculated that the loco 4 wheeled bogie would be the

studied photographs and came to the conclusion that as “no

power Unit with axle mounted motors fitted by Steve Foster

two units were ever the same with strange shapes and sizes

of FOSSWORKS (Battery powered pack / sound unit and

presumably built as one-offs in area workshops with

radio control also to be housed inside the loco body). Walsall

whatever materials they could get hold of during wartime.

Models supplied a 6 wheeled bogie (for the loco).

This was admirable for me as with this project I would be free

I also realised that I could use the sides and ends of the

to make use of “Modellers licence” and make up a freelance

coach body as well, so I built these up on the aluminium

design suited to materials etc that I have to hand for building

chassis base.

it.
To achieve a flexible locomotive I cut the chassis floor and
created the separate loco and tender units.

Some of these trains were engine only protection and some
were fighting trains, armed to fight off ground and air attack !
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Seen here with sides and ends prepared and the top of the

The final stage of loco and tender BODY units:

bogie fitting bolts are evident.
As I had no plans to work with and the prospect of making up
elaborate bodies by cutting, shaping and soldering separate
pieces etc, as in a kit was rather daunting I decided that I
would try to get each body unit from one folded sheet of
brass.

The front of the loco and the rear of the tender had the 2
coach ends and buffer beams on and when sides on, I

As the required protection would mean the body ‘skirts’ would

strengthened them with cross members to make strong box

have to be almost to rail level - low enough to cover half of
the wheels at least - then the sides of these units would have
to be a much larger area of brass than is usual in a G1
model!

It was very evident that with having body sides to almost rail
level, this in itself creates a huge problem with the locomotive
having a 6 wheeled bogie. – this being quite long meant it
require extra side room to allow traverse movement on
curved track !

chassis for both loco and tender.

To overcome this I created another 4 mm overall of “space” in

The flexible coupling between these units is a simple bar and

the bottom skirt area each side by stepping out both bottoms

pin, quick release type, which would allow access to the ON/

with a box structure and with axle box inspection covers in

OFF power switch at rear of loco and a quick easy separation

place and evident.

of tender and loco !
With the 6 wheeled bogie, I ground off the 4 corners as much
as possible, thus gaining another 4mm of side movement.

I calculated the overall size of brass sheet for the loco /
tender and the 2 Artillery/Infantry cars and ordered them from
Roger Melton.

The next job was to measure up and to scribe folding lines.
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For heavy cutting scribing I used a roof tilers cutting tool.

soldered there – if any of the chassis internal sides clashed

It is a strong and heavy tool and the cutting head end has 2

with these body internal protrusions, then bits were cut out of

hardened pointed sharp heavy duty corners.

those internal chassis sides to allow the bodies to be a tight
fit.

By doing it this way I could work unhindered on the body
shells, creating all of the individual handmade hatches /
hinges / steps / handrails and rivet detail etc – ending up with
all this adornment securely soldered on and none of the
soldering work would be visible !.

From the outset I had decided to have a 6 wheel tender but
when the train was completed and on its trial run on the track
Clamping to the bench, both the brass sheet being scribed

– this centre pin connection of tender body to bogie though

and a steel ruler on top to use as a guide, I just kept cutting

led to instability of the body and it tended to pivot *out of line*

along the lines until I could get nice clean folds with no

on the centre bogie pin when being pushed. So a

distortion !

modification was called for and I removed the 6 wheel bogie
and substituted 2 x 4 wheel goods bogies instead, this cured

When the folding completed, bodies were offered up to each

the problem and also increased the sideways play of the

chassis to get some idea of method to eventually join them

bogies when on curves.

I have an Antex variable soldering Station with which I am
able to regulate temp needed on the iron tip to what I require.
Max output of this soldering Station is 50W.
This of course not being anything like hot enough when
working on the large brass areas so I also have a 100W
mains iron for that plus a gas torch as well, the torch is
mostly used to run along solder seams.

I also planned white metal items to solder on to the body
shells and this is where the Antex variable soldering Station
really comes into use !

Where a white metal item is to be fitted, I first TIN the brass
together and notes made to cut away some sections of

body shell area with multi core solder at 450 degrees.

chassis sides, which could be problematic !

Then drop the heat output to approx 200 degrees and then
TIN on top of the previous tinning with low melt solder.

With the proposed extensive fitting of hand rails etc to the

Then with iron still on the low heat (TIN The back of the white

body exteriors, they would protrude inside and would also be

metal item to be soldered on as well) flux the area – clamp
item in place and run the 200 degree soldering iron around it
and it’s a perfect bond.

Working with soldering being done in layers (i:e hinges on
doors etc!) it is essential to place clips / clamps etc on the
previously soldered items to hold them should heat
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transference tend to take place, this will hold these items IF
this previous work is threatening to unsolder !

These 4 body units were sprayed with a dark grey and then
brown camouflage was added by Neil Sutton later on.

Hand rails and foot steps etc are all individually hand made
from brass wire and soldered securely on the inside of the

This whole complete train is powered by the 4 wheel loco

pre drilled body shell. Match sticks were used to get exact

bogie with Fossway axle mounted Motors, the train is battery

depth of all hand rails and foot steps.

powered and fitted with sound and Radio control.

This sequence was used for the Loco / Tender and the 2
Artillery / Infantry unit bodies.

The red slabs are shaped lead packs to add extra downward
pressure on the driven bogie.
When all this soldering work completed all the units had a
temporary handling wire attached and were put in a Caustic
soda bath over night. Caustic soda heats the water and is
very corrosive but is the best way of removing all the liquid
flux and detritus from sheet metal which is essential if one
requires good results when painting!.

The tinned wire handling wires enable me to lower and

The completed loco. The bodies for the loco and tender

remove the items from the caustic bath without coming into

simply slot over the chassis.

contact with the solution. (rubber gloves help as well).
Without touching them, all components are washed
thoroughly with the garden hose reel and hung on the clothes
line to dry out thoroughly.

For any items requiring painting I always spray them first with
Halfords Primer (comes in Grey / red oxide or white) and this

is best done suspended on a clothes line – here the handling
wire comes in useful to quickly attach it to the clothes line.
(Once primed and dry dispense with these handling wires).
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The completed train (seen from the rear). The leading two wagons are the same as the trailing two.
The train is all set and ready to create mayhem where ever it goes.
Adlestrop beware!!
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BREAKING NEWS

Passengers wait for train to test bridge

Virgin Trains introduce ‘stealth’ technology

Railtrack experiments with ‘space-saver’ stations
New ‘economy class’ trials begin

Trains in Japan to be protected from flying cows

Police arrest Virgin train for parking violations

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:ABC Model Railways

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

‘Always on the right track’

“S.M.T.F.” (model shop)
Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North,
Poynton, Cheshire, SK12 1BY
01625 850427

tel:e-mail:-
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web:-

07813 031152

abcmodelrailways@yahoo.co.uk
‘www.abcmodelrailways.com'

HOW TO DO ANYTHING YOU WANT -

well but generally deposits paint on outstanding relief. If we

WEATHERING

want to add some dirt into the nooks and crannies we need
very thin and very wet paint. Like water. Or dirty water - in

Phil Mason

fact I often just use the sludge at the bottom of my water jar
or add this sludge to the 'dirt' bottle!

Materials

So, my method is in two or three stages. First is a very thin

I'm indebted to friend and fellow club member John Brown for

all over wash allowing capillary action to flood the paint into

introducing me to acrylic paints many years ago. At the time,

the recesses. Now here's the secret: wipe the excess off with

his main activity seemed to be 'scrubbing Jinties'. He'd

your fingers. If you use a cloth, capillary action will work in

acquire said ancient and battered Jinties (and any other

reverse and remove all the paint you've just put on. The

steam locomotives), scrub them with chemicals to remove

second (optional stage) is to use slightly thicker paint to

the paint, re-spray and add a number. They looked superb.

highlight or target areas of the model that needs additional

"Hey, John, what have you painted these with?", I'd ask.

treatment. Lastly, using the 'thin, almost dry paint' method,

"Oh, just Tamiya Matt black", he'd modestly reply.

small details can be picked out.

I've never looked back. Since trying easy to apply, water
soluble, odour free, quick drying and easy to clean acrylic

Typically, taking a loco as an example, I'd use 'dirt' for an all

paint I've never opened any of my countless tins of Humbol,

over wash, 'dust' at the second stage (either to represent

Precision Paints, etc. It's that good.

brake dust down the side of a diesel or stains on steam locos
where stuff leaks out of cylinders etc) and 'rust' at the end to

But where acrylics really come into their own is in the

pick out springs and things.

business of weathering.

The key, of course, as in most modelling, is to look at good

Here, the properties of water solubility and quick drying time

quality colour photographs and copy the real thing. And, like I

are just what is required.

kept trying to tell my teenage daughters when they were
applying make up, "less is more".

For most weathering, I've mixed up my own jars of acrylic to
represent 'rust', 'dirt' and 'dust'. You could add 'moss' and

If you do apply too much you can often remove the excess

'lichen' to this list, especially for buildings. It's great fun

with a stiff brush and a bit of water.

mixing these colours. You can put anything in you want and
the more evil the result the better. It takes me back to primary
school days when we'd mix all the powder paints together
and get a nasty shade of grey. That's just what you want for
weathering!

So for 'dirt', you want mainly black (with a bit of blue, brown
and red), for 'rust' it's mainly brown (with red and orange or
yellow) and 'dust' is white (with brown and grey added).

Method

As a teenager, I went through a phase of subscribing to
'Model Railway Constructor'. One layout that stood out

But after just a few minutes of work, that shiny plastic thing

featured weathered stock and the advice I remember was

that came out of the box takes on a life of its own and

"...using thin, almost dry, paint...". This is a method that works

becomes your own, unique model to be proud of.
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Heavy weathering. Wagons that see heavy use or serve dirty

Light weathering. Locos and coaches get washed but only

industries. Fuel tanks and scrap wagons with wear prone

the body sides. The roofs and bogies tend to get dirty. Paint

areas or spillage picked out. The buildings have been

on bodies can be faded by detergent use.

similarly treated.

Moderate weathering. Wagons don't get washed as much as
Extreme weathering. Internal use rolling stock in mines and

coaches but may be well cared for.

steel works. Here's a coke loco and quench car. Often there's
little trace of the original paint.

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:“NARROW GAUGE MODELING COMPANY”
Hubbardston
MA, USA
(1) 978 928 5128
specialising in On18, On2, On3 and On30
‘narrowgaugemodeling.com'
and Facebook at ‘Narrow Gauge Modeling
Company’
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FLORIDA pt 2 - ‘THE BRIGHTLINE’

with each train having a different price. The journey was not

Dominic Emery

cheap, even with pre-booked tickets, so I ended up paying
$118 for the two of us! It was perhaps not a good idea to

On our last day in Fort Lauderdale it was time to try the

travel on the weekend that we did as there was the Palm

business class Brightline train from Fort Lauderdale to West

Beach International Boat Show on which meant that a lot of

Palm Beach. It is best to reserve and pay for your seats

show visitors were using the train to get there as there were

before hand and each train has 3 different classes. The

plenty of available parking spaces in FL.

prices depend on the demand just like on the cheap flights the earlier you book the better the price! The Brightline

Taking our tickets, we took the escalator up to the bridge over

express trains can be considered to be modern HST's but

the track. First we had our tickets scanned and then my

without the corridor connections to the engines. The five

rucksack was put through the X-ray machine just like at any

complete trains (2 power cars and 4 stainless steel coaches)

airport. We carried on over to a reception / lounge area

have been built by Siemens USA. The power cars are

where there was a stand with refreshments on sale. What we

Charger Class diesel electric Bo'Bo's fitted with a 4400hp 16

didn't know was that we were supposed to wait in this area

cylinder Cummins engine and are laid out for 125mph top

until we were called and allowed on to the platform for

speed and use bio-diesel. When the planned extension to

boarding. Not knowing this and with the steps down to the

Orlando is ready then the trains will be able to use their top

platform not closed off, we headed down so that I could take

speed and power on the new built line. The rest of the line

a few pictures only to be told by a security guard that we had

belongs to the Florida East Coast Railroad and the trains are

to go back up and wait until boarding which happens just

only allowed a top speed of 87mph. There have been three

before the train arrives at the platform. I found it all a bit

new stations built at Miami, Fort Lauderdale (FL) and West

unusual as we were only going to travel on the train and not

Palm Beach (WPB) and these are the only places where the

crossing a border! When the boarding time arrived I could

trains stop.The line has been modernised especially at the
level crossings for more safety and the higher speeds.

We walked to the station and gave ourselves plenty of time

see the train with its flashing lights approaching and the lift

as we were planning to take an afternoon train from FL to

bridge over the New River had been lowered which only

WPB. It had only been built in 2016 and it’s right next to the

happens when a train is approaching. I managed to get some

main bus interchange. I asked about the tickets I thought I

good photos of the train arriving before went to our coach

had reserved the evening before only to find that, because I

and found our seats. We were facing in the direction of

hadn't paid for them, the seats were no longer reserved! So I

treavel but only had half a window to look out of. This didn't

bought the tickets for the train there and for the train back
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please Gaby at all being as we had paid so much for the

quick as the security could be funny. The staff want the
passengers off the platform as soon as possible.

We went off for a late lunch and then walked down to the
harbour. On the way back to the station we spent time
looking at the shops in downtown WPB. We arrived back at
the station in good time and according to the departure /

tickets. She was travelling on the train to look at the different
towns and countryside that we were passing though. In the
end she decided for herself that the trip was for an afternoon

arrival boards there was not a train arriving from Miami until
20 minutes after our’s should have left for the South. I was
told that there was a train “garage” (depot) further up the line
and that it would be coming from there into the station and it
did. On the trip back we were told that the train had been
slowed down by a signal control and to remain in our seats!

On our arrival at FTL I noticed that the train for WPB was
in WPB. On the way back we again sat in the direction we

waiting on the other side of the island platform. With cameras

were going and again only half a window, so I let her sit next

in hand, I quickly asked if it was okay to film and take photos

to the window. It made it hard looking for anything

of both trains together, which I did. We were the last to leave

freightwise. The line runs nearer to the coast and has more
of an urban environment so there were not a lot of goods
sidings to see. Being the older of the lines it also goes
through the centre of the cities (downtown).

The trip was smooth and quick except where I suspect there
was track work being done on one of the tracks. The
American passenger trains change tracks as and when
needed being signalled for bi-directional working. There was
a trolley service with drinks but for our short journey we didn't
need anything. At WPB I wanted to photograph the engine so
I quickly asked somebody who I thought was the driver
(engineer) and ran to the front of the train, he told me to be
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the platform and were escorted off by the station staff. Well,

Of the ten engines in the fleet we saw eight in the few days

put it like this, they followed us up the stairs as we were. of

we were in FTL, so not that bad.

course, the last to leave!
Website: ‘www.gobrightline.com'
On this trip we did not see of lot freight interest but we did
pass a Cemex concrete works with stone hoppers in the

We saw one proper freight on the first morning we were there

siding. Was it worth it? It was interesting to compare the

but I didn't have a camera with me. There were two general

trains but not really at the price we paid (Gaby pays for

Electric ES44C4's and between them was a tank container

herself!). There are cheaper tickets, at the moment, and they

on a wagon. It was painted in the same livery as the engines.

cost $5 each one way on certain days. The trains are now

I later found out that it was a liquefied natural gas tender as

marketed under the name Virgin Trains USA.

the engines had been converted to use dual fuel.

EXHIBITION OF RAILWAY
PHOTOGRAPHS
AT MACCLESFIELD LIBRARY

Possibly the largest Exhibition of Railway
Photographs ever to go on display in
Macclesfield will be held at Macclesfield
Library between 1st and 16th August; it forms
the last of the celebrations to commemorate
the 150th Anniversary of the opening of the
Macclesfield, Bollington & Marple Railway that
took place on 2nd August 1869. The line
closed in January 1970. The Exhibition has
been assembled and mounted by Molly Spink
on behalf of the Bollington Discovery Centre,
and admission is free.

Macclesfield, Bollington & Marple Railway
150th Anniversary
A RAILWAY PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION

The Exhibition, open during normal Library
opening hours, contains more than 140
photographs, many of which are in colour;
these span a period from the early 1870s
down to the present day, and feature stations
and scenes, at Macclesfield, Bollington, Higher
Poynton, Middlewood, High Lane, and Marple
(Rose Hill). There are photographs, as well, of
tickets, timetables and excursion notices.
Also featured are photographs of the two
railcars, the “Bollington Bug” and the
“Sentinel”, that worked the railway shuttle
service between Macclesfield and Bollington in
the 1920s and the 1930s. Not to be missed are
some fascinating photographs of the
omnibuses that were introduced into the area
from 1913 onwards and which competed for
custom with the rail services to Bollington and
to Buxton.

1st to 16th August 2019
MACCLESFIELD LIBRARY
Normal Library Hours

The Exhibition will be formally opened by
Councillor Janet Jackson, MBE, the Town Mayor of
Macclesfield, on Thursday 1st August at 5pm.
Accompanying the Exhibition is the recently-published book,
titled Macclesfield, Bollington & Marple Railway
Remembered 150th Anniversary, by Basil Jeuda. It is priced
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at £5, and is 56 A4 pages long. It continues to be available
in Macclesfield at the Visitor Information Centre, and, in
Bollington, at the Bollington Discovery Centre, Clarence Mill.
It will also be on sale at the July Treacle Market in
Macclesfield; there will be book signings at the Treacle
Market, and on Saturdays at the Visitor Centre on 3rd
August, and at Macclesfield Library on 10th August.

PRODUCT REVIEW : "NEW LAMPS FOR OLD"

Don't worry, technology is to the rescue in the form of cheap,

or "how to improve your layout for a tenner (or

easy to install LED lighting.

at least your view of it)".
I got four strips from the internet for just over £40. They are

Phil Mason

rated 36W, with a colour of 6500K. They arrived within two
days and took an hour or so each to install. They come with

1200mm 4FT Slimline LED BATTEN SLIMLINE TUBE LIGHT

two flimsy looking clips but they work fine because the unit is

WALL /CEILING MOUNT WHITE

incredibly light and the clips can be positioned anywhere
along the length of the strip. There's only about 9in of flex, so

I'm sure I heard somewhere that when you're 60 your eyes

you'll need to use an existing fitting (or add one) and it will

are only one tenth as sensitive to light as when you're 20.

need to be earthed. As always with mains electricity, the

Looking on the net suggests a 50% decrease over a 20 year

advice is to obtain the services of a competent person - an

period.

electrician.

Whatever the stats, it's inescapable that we're all getting

So now it's like daylight in my 20x10ft loft, with beautiful,

older and our eyes are getting worse; to the point that I

almost shadow free illumination.

wasn't enjoying my layout because I couldn't really see it
properly.

Sunglasses anyone?

Editor’s Note

After a less than two minute ‘trawl’ on t’interweb, I
came up with this web site that seems to offer
exactly what Phil has mentioned in his article ……
but at £10.14 it is slightly over budget!

Unfortunately time did not permit me to search any
further, though there were several other web sites
listed.

I simply copied the line below into my browser, hit
‘enter’ and, hey presto, there was all the
information I needed.
1200mm 4FT Slimline LED BATTEN SLIMLINE
TUBE LIGHT WALL /CEILING MOUNT WHITE

Thanks for the information, Phil. I should be able to
see what I’m doing at last.

Now all I’ve got to do is find my glasses!

If you’ve got any recommended products that you
think might be helpful to fellow modellers, please
tell us about them.
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THE LAST WORD

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”

The summer is upon us and we’ve already had some spells of

30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY

very fine weather (fingers crossed for a few more!) and our

0161 928 5940

thoughts are turning to more of an outdoor life - if they haven’t

“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

already. It’s time to sit back, have a couple of barbecues, pour a
few cool beers or wine and generally relax. The time will come
all too soon enough when we have to resume our ‘man cave’

BLAST FROM THE PAST - Welshpool 1st station. For

hibernation.

more info :- ‘http://www.disused-stations.org.uk/w/welshpool_1st/index.shtml'

Maybe you are going on holiday or planning a few day trips out

CLUB CONTACTS AND WEB ADDRESSES

to places if interest - if you are, and they involve anything
railway connected, we’d love to hear about them. A few photos

Newsletter:-

and a bit of ‘blurb’ is all we need.

e-mail
telephone

Of course, you may just sit back, relax and think about your

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"
07761 122126

next model railway project - we’d love to hear about that, too!
Macclesfield Model Railway Group:-

It being summertime, I do tend to spend as much time as
possible ‘away from it all’ at our caravan but, as many of you
already know, Wales (and particularly amongst the mountains)
is not necessarily the driest part of our Sceptred Isles! The

web site

‘www.macclesfieldmrg.org.uk'

e-mail

‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com'

telephone

07796 457978

caravan has become something of a second model making
07761 122126

workshop! I’ve no doubt I will be letting you know what I get up
to in that respect - I’ve a couple of projects ‘on the go’ that could

Twitter

www.twitter.com/@MacclesfieldMRG

Facebook

www.facebook.com/macclesfieldmrg

do with being completed on those rainy days and I’ve really got
more than a few that I need to spend time on for ‘Purgatory
Junction’. The CO’s going to demand more jigsaws as
compensation, I can see that one coming. As she has zero

If you would like to contact the Newsletter or Macclesfield Model

interest in my hobby you would be foolish and, ultimately,

Railway Group for any reason, simply ‘click’ on the appropriate red

disappointed to expect progress reports on her part regarding

link above.

any jigsaws depicting GWR locos in full steam crossing the

Don’t forget ……… your Committee members are:-

Saltash Bridge. You’ll just have to make do with any activities I
can report!

Have a great summer.
MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

Chairman

Shaun Horrocks

Vice Chairman

Mike Hebblethwaite

Treasurer

Alan Ashton

Secretary

Tom McDonough

Member reps

“TRIDENT TRAINS”

Tony Hallatt

Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre,
Crewe Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire,

Steve Nixon
Gerry Ogden

CW5 7LG

Andy Clayton

01270 842400
www.tridenttrains.co.uk

Colin Moores

Newsletter Editor
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Mike Hebblethwaite

